Chosen as an Institution of Eminence by Govt. of India

School of Management and Entrepreneurship
presents

MBAx

An extraordinary program for
executives to excel
A two-year MBA (Executive) degree program for working professionals

Power your Master’s
Credential with
the Eminence it
Deserves

Complete a full-time
MBA program in a
flexible mode from an
Institution of Eminence

Master subjects to
flourish in the
digital economy

Earn while
you learn

PREPARE
FOR THE FUTURE
In a world of global uncertainty, volatility and rapid technological disruption, you can only count
on yourself – through your knowledge and skills. Today, we all realise how seemingly distant
global events can affect organizational strategies. Therefore, navigating through rapid changes
in a complex global business environment requires us to prepare ourselves better for the future.
So, how you prepare yourself to deal with complex scenarios can help you convert a crisis into
an opportunity. The right education empowers you to achieve that.
The School of Management & Entrepreneurship (SME) at Shiv Nadar University aims to shape
future leaders that are ready to succeed in such an environment.
SME strongly believes in striking a fine balance between knowledge and career-building at one
end and self-awareness, values-driven leadership development at the other. Accordingly, the
institution’s programs emphasize on experiential learning, strategic thinking, creativity, global
exposure and personalized coaching.
The uniquely positioned MBAx program will prepare you for the world of tomorrow. In addition
to training you on future-facing subjects and technology, it will sharpen your analytical and
cognitive capabilities along with deep action learning to understand, manage, and command
business complexities – so that you thrive and lead on the cusp of opportunity, always. It’s an
opportunity to undergo one of the most rigorous management programs, without disrupting your
current work schedule. This learning will help you advance your career in the global ecosystem
of the digital era.
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The Idea of MBAx
The ubiquitous and ever-growing nature of the digital economy has led to the re-imagination of
business models. The answers of yesterday require a new flavour and need to be supplemented
by the questions of tomorrow. In keeping with this modern theme of dynamic education, we have
designed a unique program delivery model that enables the rigour of a full-time MBA program
in a flexible delivery mode This allows you to balance your career with your academic pursuit.
The unique delivery model allows you to connect with SNU faculty and pursue the MBAx curriculum
through face-to-face classes, site research activities, online sessions, self-study, industry visits,
and on-campus workshops and competitions.
The program experience will not be easy, but is extremely rewarding. Through the length of the
program, you will be able to apply whatever you learn in the work that you do. This blend of
study alongside work is the best way for working professionals looking to significantly upskill
themselves to take on greater challenges in their careers.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS:
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Learn from an Institution of Eminence – Draw value from the principles of a
University that has achieved so much in so little time.
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Curriculum for a Digital Economy – Learn about the platforms and business
principles that will help you become the charioteer of tomorrow’s business.
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Learn While You Earn – Accelerate your career potential through this program
without having to take a break from your career.
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Inculcate a Global Mindset – Learn from renowned Faculty with vast
international experience using learning resources from providers of repute.
As an additional component, you get to be part of a global academic
community at an international location through our alliances with prestigious
Universities outside India.
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AN
INSTITUTION OF
EMINENCE
Shiv Nadar University (SNU) was established by the Shiv Nadar Foundation in 2011 as a
multidisciplinary, student-centric and research-focused university. The University was
presented as a “Gift to the Nation”, accepted by the President of India in 2016. It is spread
across a beautiful, modern 286 acre campus, equipped with new-age infrastructure,
offering a perfect environment that enables holistic growth. The University’s distinguished
faculty members have an established track record in mentorship, teaching world-class
research in their respective fields.
The University has been chosen as an Institution of Eminence by the MHRD, Government
of India. It is one of only eight private institutions in India to have received this prestigious
recommendation, enabling it to emerge as a world-class Teaching and Research Institution.
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42

INVESTMENT

ACRE CAMPUS

STUDENTS

SPORTS FACILITIES

THE SCHOOL OF
MANAGEMENT &
ENTREPRENEURSHIP (SME)
The School of Management and Entrepreneurship at Shiv Nadar University is poised to offer quality
management education with a strategic cross-sectional focus on business competency to help
you lead in an ecosystem with synergies across distinct disciplines. SME designs programs with
a technology lens on applied management across the entire business vertical spectrum. It has
invested in educational technology and infrastructure to establish a student-centric foundation for
experiential learning – including design thinking, innovation prototyping and start-up incubation
for entrepreneurship.

The School offers best-in-class management programs
from undergraduate to the PhD level.
The programs include:
•
•
•
•

Bachelor of Management Studies
iGlobal Masters of Business Administration
PhD in Management (regular and executive modes)
MBAx – Full time MBA with flex time modality
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MESSAGE
FROM THE
DIRECTOR
The current COVID-19 crisis has hit the Ctl-Alt-Reset for our lives in
general, and the business world in particular. It is a foregone conclusion
that businesses must rework their operating models to survive; and
professionals must reboot their credentials to stay relevant. The MBAx
is specifically designed to empower you with the skills and the tools to
successfully navigate the uncertain world ahead. Our program curriculum
as well as our delivery modalities are a testament to this theme.

Dr. Bibek Banerjee
Senior Dean and Head of
Strategic Initiatives
Director, School of
Management and
Entrepreneurship
Ph.D., Krannert Graduate
School of Management,
Purdue University, USA
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Our Mentors
We are led by a group of globally recognized and distinguished academicians and our faculty
members are handpicked from the finest of institutions around the world. This thought leadership
enables SME to architect programs that target subjects of strategic importance on a continuum
of applied learning.

Dr. Rishikesha Krishnan
Professor, Strategy, IIM Bangalore,
Former Guest Faculty at NUS,
Singapore and Georgetown University
His primary interest is in strategy and
innovation, in the context of emerging
markets, with special focus on India.
He has published extensively on the
concept of Jugaad.

Dr. Srikant M. Datar
Dean-designate, Harvard Business
School
His recent work has been in the areas
of Design Thinking, Innovative
Problem Solving, Machine Learning
and AI. He has developed and
introduced the course, “Managing with
Data Science” at Harvard.

Dr. Shekhar Chaudhuri
Former Director, IIM Calcutta, Director
and Chair Professor, Strategic
Management, Calcutta School of
Business
During his tenure over a decade
as Director, he played a key role in
connecting IIM Calcutta to the global
ecosystem. He was a Founding Director
of the School of Management &
Entrepreneurship at Shiv Nadar University.
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OUR FACULTY
Prof. Vishwanath SR
Department of Finance, Accounting
and Control
Ph.D., National Law University, Jodhpur
PGDBA, Xavier Institute of Management
and Entrepreneurship.

Prof. Jaideep Ghosh
Department of Decision Sciences,
Operations Management, and
Information Systems
Ph.D., Department of Physics and
Astronomy, University of Pittsburgh, U.S.A.
M.S., Department of Information Science
and Telecommunications, University of
Pittsburgh, U.S.A.

Prof. Pradeep Mehra (Professor
of Practice)
Department of Strategy and
Entrepreneurship
PGDM, Indian Institute of Management,
Calcutta
B.Tech (Mech), Indian Institute of
Technology, Delhi

Prof. Paromita Goswami
Department of Marketing Management
and Social Innovation
Ph.D., Birla institute of Technology and
Sciences, Pilani
American Association of University
Woman (AAUW)
Professional Fellowship at University of
Pittsburgh
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Prof. Deepak Kumar Sinha
Department of Strategy and
Entrepreneurship
Ph.D., Corporate Strategy and Policy,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
PGDM, Indian Institute of Management
Calcutta

Associate Prof. Simanti
Bandhopadhyay
Department of Economics and Public
Policy
Ph.D., Jawaharlal Nehru University
M.Sc Economics (Specialization in
Advance Economic Theory and
Econometrics) from University of
Calcutta

Associate Prof. Shalu Kalra
Department of Finance, Accounting and
Control
FPM, Indian Institute of Management,
Bangalore
MBA, Indian Institute of Technology,
Roorkee

Associate Prof. Kaushik
Chaudhuri
Department of Organizational Behavior
and Human Resource Management
Post-Doctoral Fellow, Hiroike Institute of
Education, Japan
Ph.D. in Business Administration, Reitaku
University, Japan
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Associate Prof. Partha Sarathi
Roy
Department of Strategy and
Entrepreneurship
Fellow Program in Rural Management,
Institute of Rural Management, Anand

Associate Prof. Arvind
Shatdal
Department of Organizational Behavior
and Human Resource Management
Fellow Program in Management

Assistant Prof. Vinita
Krishna
Department of General Management
Ph.D. in Intellectual Property
Management, Dept. of Mgmt. Studies,
Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi

Associate Prof. Sudarshan
Naidu
Department of Marketing Management
Doctorate, Institute of Rural Management
Anand (IRMA)

To know more about them and our other distinguished faculty members, you may visit sme.snu.edu.in
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SNIPPETS OF
FACULTY ACHIEVEMENT
Publications - Papers, cases, books and book chapters published
•

Peer reviewed in entire faculty career so far: 187

•

Peer reviewed with SNU affiliation: 38

Presentations - In International and National Conferences
•

Conference presentations in faculty career so far: 196

•

Conference presentations with SNU affiliation: 64

AWARDS, GRANTS, AND
FELLOWSHIP
•

Prof. Jaideep Ghosh has received Ramanujan
Fellowship Award by SERB/DST, Govt. Of India 		
2015-2016 with INR 23 lakhs per year.

•

Prof. Jaideep Ghosh has received Best Paper 		
Award, 2018- International Conference on 		
Financial Markets and Corporate Finance, Indian
Institute of Technology, Kanpur, July 12 – 14.

•

Prof. Jaideep Ghosh has received Best Paper 		
Award, 2017-Indian Academy of Management,
Indian Institute of Management, Indore, December
18 – 20.

•

Prof. Jaideep Ghosh received World IT Project
Grant (International Project), headquartered at
UNC, USA, ongoing.

•

Prof. Kaushik Chaudhuri has received Reviewer
of the Year Award from Midwest Academy 		
of Management (2016), Research Fellow, Hiroike
Foundation, Japan (2017).

•

Prof. Kaushik Chaudhuri received Kaken–Hi Grant
as Collaborator from 2012 to 2015.

•

Prof. Partha Sarathi Roy has received ‘Kaken Grant’
of Japanese Society for the Promotion of Science
(JSPS).
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LEARNING
THEMES
Comprehensive
Coverage of Business
Fundamentals

Technology in
the Digital
Economy

Financial
Orientation

Design
Thinking

Customer
Insights and
Business Acumen

Digital
Maturity
Assessment

Business Analytics
&
Big Data

Entrepreneurial
Thinking

Self-Awareness
Deep Dive

Incisive
Communication
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World Class
Faculty

Customized with
a focused
technology

Weekend
Classes

1000+ Hours of
Classroom
Training

Relevent and
future proof
curriculum

Salient Features of the Program
What we teach and how we teach are the key ingredients for a winning recipe of academic
success. Here is the garnishing on that recipe:

•

Top-tier faculty – Learn from academic experts with a global view

•

Specialized Courses – New age transformative topics such as Design Thinking, Block
Chain, AI, Financial Engineering, and Digital Strategy

•

Embedded with world class elearning elements - Top quality business simulations,
Coursera course integration, and Harvard case studies

•

Global Immersion Program – 3 week study abroad at our prestigious partner university
(at an additional cost)

•

Interdisciplinary Environment – Opportunity to interact and learn with students from
other schools such Arts, Natural Sciences, and Engineering

•

Dynamic Delivery - Same curriculum, content, and credits accessible via an on
campus residential mode and a non-residential mode with evening and weekend
classes powered by a robust ed tech platform

•

Entrepreneurial Opportunities – Potential to develop start-ups while still studying
through the Atal Incubation Centre (recognized and supported by Niti Ayog)

•

World-Class Partners – Warwick Business School and Peking University

•

Generous Scholarships – Merit-based scholarships for deserving candidates

•

Individual Development Tracks – Through specific mentoring and psychometric
assessments
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PEDAGOGY

Blend of Online
and Face-to-Face
Learning

Physical
Classes
on Weekends

Self-Paced
Study

Site Research
and ProjectBased Activities

Online Classes/
Debrief Sessions on
Weekdays

Workshops
with Industry
Experts

Business
Simulations,
Case Studies

The time commitment for this program involves evening classes on weekdays and full day
classes on weekends throughout the entire 2 year program tenure. Also, it will be mandatory
to attend some specific sessions and workshops at the Shiv Nadar University campus on some
weekends on a periodic basis. A detailed academic calendar will be shared at the time of
program orientation.
Therefore, while having the liberty to pursue a full-time job, students will need to give substantial
attention on a consistent basis to successfully complete this degree program within 2 years.
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FEES AND
APPLICATION
The MBAx program offers you an unparalleled value to price ratio. You can avail this rich offering at
an extremely competitive price of ₹ 7.5 lakhs. We also offer a deferred payment scheme and have an
alliance with HDFC Bank for the facilitation of financial assistance.

Fees and Charges

Year 1

Year 2

Full Program

One Time Charge
Admission Fee

₹25,000

₹25,000

Recurring Charges
Tuition Fee

₹3,62,500

₹3,62,500

₹7,25,000

Total Charges (1)+(2)

₹3,87,500

₹3,62,500

₹7,50,000

Net Payable

₹3,87,500

₹3,62,500

₹7,50,000

Any boarding and lodging provision on campus, if needed, will incur an additional nominal cost.
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ELIGIBILITY
AND APPLICATION
PROCESS
You are eligible to apply if you:
1.

Have at least 2 years of work experience

2.

Hold a Bachelor's Degree or equivalent with at least 50% marks or equivalent CGPA
from any of the recognized Universities, Deemed Universities, Institutions of National
Importance or from a Professional Body including ICAI, ICSI, ICWAI, etc.

Eligible candidates will also have to qualify in the Shiv Nadar University Management Aptitude
Test as well as a personal interview for final selection. Alternatively, candidates can apply
with their CAT/XAT/GMAT/CMAT scores.
Here are the steps for applying for the MBAx program:

Step 1:
Please visit
https://sme-snu.
nopaperforms.com/ and
complete the application
form online.
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Step 2:
Apply for admission based
on the scores in one of these
tests: CAT (2018,19) / NMAT
(2018,19)/ XAT (2019, 20) /
CMAT (2019, 20), GMAT (from
2016 onwards) or SMAT. The
SMAT test is conducted by
Shiv Nadar University.

Step 3:
If you are shortlisted, you
will be invited for a Personal
Interview and the SMAT
entrance test.

sme.snu.edu.in

/ShivNadarUniv

mbaadmissions@snu.edu.in

/Shiv-nadar-university

1800-102-1768

/ShivNadarVarsity

/ShivNadaruniv

/Shivnadaruniversity

